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ABSTRACT: The molecular and solvation structures of the hydrated Cu2+ ions and
their excitation spectra were investigated using the Kohn−Sham density functional theory
(DFT) and the three-dimensional reference interaction site model (3D-RISM) self-
consistent field method. Five stable geometrical structures were found to exist in aqueous
solution: the distorted octahedral [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ in Ci and D2h symmetries, the square
pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal [Cu(H2O)5]

2+, and the square planar [Cu(H2O)4]
2+.

The distorted octahedral structure in the Ci symmetry is preferred in [Cu(H2O)6]
2+, and

the square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal [Cu(H2O)5]
2+ show almost the same

stability. Among these geometries, the six-coordinate complex [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ in the Ci

symmetry had the lowest Helmholtz energy. [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ had a distorted octahedral

structure, that is, two long axial bonds and four short equatorial bonds. The spatial and
radial distribution function analyses for [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ and [Cu(H2O)4]
2+ showed that

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+ and [Cu(H2O)4]

2+ had one and two solvent water molecules that
constituted a distorted octahedron with ligand water distribution. The coordination
numbers (CNs) derived from the distribution functions were 5.2−5.4 for [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ and 5.3 for [Cu(H2O)4]
2+. These

results indicated that the Cu2+ ion in an aqueous solution had 5−6 coordination water molecules in the first hydration shell and
some structures with different CNs may interchange in the solution. The excitation energies and electronic configurations of
low-lying d−d excited states were calculated using the time-dependent DFT with the electric field generated by 3D-RISM. The
orbital energies and electronic configurations were in a similar picture to those of the classical crystal field theory because of the
highly symmetrical features of all structures. In [Cu(H2O)6]

2+, the degeneracies of orbitals were resolved, whereas in
[Cu(H2O)5]

2+ and [Cu(H2O)4]
2+, weak and strong quasi-degeneracies remained. As a result, only the four-coordinate complex

generated third and fourth excited states, whereas in other complexes, there were no obvious characters of degeneracies. The
resulting excitation energies were in good agreement with the absorption spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION
Transition-metal ions show intrinsic optical absorption
depending on the partially filled d-type orbital configurations.
When the ions form complexes with ligands, their absorption
spectra are also strongly affected by the configuration of
coordinated ligands, that is, the number, geometry, and
chemical nature of the ligands, and the absorption spectra
shift by changing the configuration of ligands as a result of
thermal fluctuations.
The shift in the optical absorption spectrum of transition-

metal ions in aqueous solutions is one of the most fundamental
issues. Among the transition metals, the Cu2+ ions, which
ubiquitously exist in soil and biological systems, are of interest
in a wide variety of fields, such as solution chemistry,
biochemistry, and environmental chemistry; therefore, numer-
ous experimental and computational studies have been
conducted. However, even the number of coordinate water
molecules and the geometries of hydrated complexes are still
controversial.
According to the classical Jahn−Teller theorem, the Cu2+−

water complex is expected to take the sixfold octahedral

structure. However, the combinatorial study of neutron
diffraction and ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
by Pasquarello et al. has broken the mold of this classical
picture.1 They argued that the five-coordinate structure is more
favorable than the six-coordinate structure and the five-
coordinate structure takes transformable configurations
between square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal structures.
Their results caused a lengthy debate. Their argument was
contradicted by Persson et al. who supported the conventional
sixfold structure based on low-angle X-ray spectroscopy and
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data.2 To
date, the intensive scrutiny of this model is continued by both
experimental and computational studies.3−10 This situation
originates from the difficulties in distinguishing between the
four-, five-, and six-coordinate structures of the Cu2+−water
complex because the energetic differences between them are
very small.6,7 Therefore, to know the optical properties of the
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Cu2+−water complex, the possibility of taking multiple
configurations of the complex, as well as the solvent water
surrounding the complex, must be appropriately considered.
In the present paper, we examine the molecular, electronic,

and solvation structures of [Cu(H2O)n]
2+ (n = 4−6) using the

hybrid method of Kohn−Sham density functional theory (KS-
DFT) and the three-dimensional reference interaction site
model (3D-RISM) method, which we call KS-DFT/3D-RISM
or 3D-RISM self-consistent field (3D-RISM-SCF) method.11,12

The Cu2+ ion and the first contact n-water molecules were
regarded as solute species and treated by quantum mechanics,
whereas all other water molecules were regarded as classical
solvents and treated by statistical mechanics. Thus, the 3D-
RISM-SCF method provides both the electronic structure of
the solute and the solvation structure. The aim of the present
work was to elucidate the structure of the Cu2+−water complex
and the optical absorption spectrum in an aqueous solution.
We considered a four-, five-, and six-coordinate hydrated Cu2+

complex immersed in aqueous solution. In a previous paper,13

we applied the same method to the electronic structure of Cr3+

in an aqueous solution. We modeled Cr3+ ion and the first
contact solvent water molecules as hexahydrated chromium
trication [Cr(H2O)6]

3+ and obtained a detailed 3D distribution
around [Cr(H2O)6]

3+, which showed 12 maximum density
points arising from hydrogen bonds, as well as eight local
maximum points at the hollow sites, in the second hydration
shell. We also obtained the low-lying excited states of vertical
transitions using a time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) that
included the electric field from the solvent produced by the
3D-RISM-SCF method. The computed excited energies agreed
well with the available experimental values. These results
indicated that the method employed here was suitable for
investigating the configuration of the Cu2+−water complex and
its effects on optical absorption. One major difference from the
Cr3+ case is that Cr3+ has a nondegenerate ground state,
whereas Cu2+ with the d9 electron configuration has a quasi-
degenerate ground state. This quasi-degeneracy is probably an
origin of the question on the coordination numbers (CNs). It
gives the Cu2+−water complex distorted geometries and makes
the excitation spectra rather complicated. Clarifying these
complicated molecular and electronic structures was also the
aim of the present paper.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we

describe the computational method and the details of the
calculations used in the present paper. Section 3 shows the
results of the calculations. The optimized structure of
[Cu(H2O)n]

2+ (n = 4−6) complexes, the solvation structure,
the ground- and excited-state electronic structures, and vertical
excitation energies are also reported and discussed in Section
3. Conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1. Brief Overview of the 3D-RISM-SCF Method. The
3D-RISM-SCF method is a hybrid method of the electronic
structure theory and the integral equation theory of liquids
(3D-RISM theory).11,12 In this method, solute molecules are
treated by quantum chemistry and solvent molecules are
treated by statistical mechanics; thereby, the electron density
in the DFT (or the electronic wave function) of the solute
molecule and the distribution of the solvent [spatial
distribution function (SDF), gγ(r), where γ indicates the
solvent site] around the solute are determined simultaneously.

The Helmholtz energy (A) of the solute−solvent system is
defined as

A Esolute μ= + Δ (1)

where Esolute is the solute electronic energy computed from the
quantum chemical electronic structure theory and Δμ is the
excess chemical potential from the solute−solvent interaction.
The first term on the right-hand side (rhs) of eq 1, Esolute, is
given by

E F n r( )solute 0 solv elec= [ ] (2)

for DFT, where F0 is the energy functional for the isolated
solute molecule and nsolv(relec) is the electron density of the
solute molecules in the solution, and

E Hsolute solv 0 solv= ⟨Ψ | ̂ |Ψ ⟩ (3)

for the wave function theory, where Ĥ0 is the Hamiltonian of
the isolated solute molecule and Ψsolv is the electronic wave
function of the solute molecule in the solution. The second
term of the rhs of eq 1, Δμ, is given by

u gr r rd d ( ) ( )
0
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solvent
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γ
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∈ (4)

where λ and gγ
λ(r) are an order parameter for thermodynamic

integral and the 3D distribution function at state λ,
respectively. uγ(r) denotes the 3D distribution function and
the solute−solvent interaction potential, respectively. If we use
the Kovalenko−Hirata (KH) closure11,14
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the integration with respect to λ in eq 4 can be performed
analytically and the equation becomes
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where kB and T indicate the Boltzmann constant and the
absolute temperature, respectively, and ρν is the number
density of solvent species ν. The functions hγ(r) = gγ(r) − 1
and cγ(r) are the 3D total and direct correlation functions of
the solvent site γ, respectively, and Θ(x) is the Heaviside step
function. The solute−solvent interaction potential, uγ(r), is
given by
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where εαγ and σαγ denote the Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameter
between sites α and γ, respectively, with usual meanings, and qγ
is a point charge on the solvent site γ.
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As can be seen from eqs 1−7, the Helmholtz energy is a
functional of the electronic density nsolv (or the electronic wave
function Ψsolv) of the solute molecule and the correlation
functions hγ(r) and cγ(r): A = A[nsolv (or Ψsolv), hγ(r), cγ(r)].
The basic equations of the 3D-RISM-SCF method are derived
by the variation of the Helmholtz energy with respect to nsolv
(or Ψsolv), hγ(r), and cγ(r). If we adopt the KS-DFT for the
solute electronic structure theory, the resulting equation for
the solute molecules is the KS equation for the KS operator f ̂
that includes the interaction from the solvent

f r r( ) ( )elec elecφ εφ̂ = (9)

where ε and φ(r) are the orbital energy and KS orbital,
respectively. The equation for the solvent is the 3D site
Ornstein−Zernike equation

h c r h rr r( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))vv vvω ρ= * +γ γ γ γ ν γ γ′ ′ ′ (10)

supplemented by the KH closure relation, eq 5, where ωγγ′
vv (r)

and hγγ′
vv (r) are the site−site intramolecular and total

correlation functions of the pure solvent system, respectively
(superscript “v” denotes the solvent). The symbol * indicates
convolution in direct space and summation over repeated site
indices. These functions, ωγγ′

vv (r) and hγγ′
vv (r), are computed

beforehand by solving the one-dimensional RISM equation for
a pure solvent system once before the 3D-RISM-SCF
calculation.
2.2. Computational Details. The geometries of the

ground-state electronic structures of [Cu(H2O)n]
2+ (n = 4−

6) and the solvent distributions around the ions were
determined by the 3D-RISM-SCF method. The excited states
were obtained using TD-DFT. Gas-phase calculations were
also performed for comparison with calculations for the
solution phase. The electronic structure method for the solute
molecules used in the 3D-RISM-SCF method was DFT with
the PBE0 hybrid functional,15,16 which consists of the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) 1996 (0.75) + Hartree−
Fock (0.25) exchange and PBE 1996 nonlocal (1.0) +
Perdew−Wang 1991 LDA local (1.0) correlation functionals.
The functional dependency was checked using other func-
tionals and confirmed to be small. The basis set used was the
correlation-consistent polarized valence triple-zeta (cc-pVTZ)
set.17,18

The parameters used in the 3D-RISM-SCF method were as
follows. The temperature and density of solvent water were
298 K and 0.03334 molecules per Å3, respectively. Effective
point charges were used to describe the solute−solvent
interaction potential. The effective point charges on the solute
molecule were determined to reproduce the electrostatic
potential around the solute molecule by using least-square
fitting. The LJ parameters (σ, ε) for Cu, H, and O were (2.2 Å,
0.0125 kcal/mol), (0.4 Å, 0.046 kcal/mol), and (3.166 Å,
0.1554 kcal/mol), respectively. The extended simple point
charge model (SPC/E) parameter set for the geometrical and
potential parameters for the solvent water was used with
modified H parameters (σ = 0.4 Å and ε = 0.046 kcal/mol).19

The grid points in the 3D-RISM calculations were 128 × 128
× 128 with a spacing of 0.25 Å.
All the calculations were performed with a modified version

of the GAMESS program package,20 where the 3D-RISM-SCF
method and their gradient methods have been implemented.21

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Helmholtz energies and geometries of [Cu(H2O)n]

2+ (n =
4−6) in an aqueous solution calculated with the 3D-RISM-
SCF method are summarized in Tables 1−3. The geometries

Table 1. Ground-State Helmholtz Energies of [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+ in Aqueous Solution (in a.u.)

structure A Esolute (Ereorg + Eiso) Δμ

[Cu(H2O)6]
2+

square bipyramidal (Ci) −2098.2728 −2098.0567 −0.2161
(0.002−2098.0569)

square bipyramidal (D2h) −2098.2632 −2098.0437 −0.2196
(0.001−2098.0438)

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+

square pyramidal −2021.8770 −2021.6380 −0.2390
(0.0007−2021.6387)

trigonal bipyramidal −2021.8767 −2021.6421 −0.2346
(0.0002−2021.6423)

[Cu(H2O)4]
2+

square planar −1945.4882 −1945.2085 −0.2797
(0.0046−1945.2131)

H2O
a −76.3782 −76.3670 −0.0111

(0.0062−76.3732)
aA water molecule in aqueous solution. The solute energy (Esolute) can decompose into solute reorganization energy (Ereorg) and total energy (Eiso)
of the solute molecule in an isolated condition.

Table 2. Relative Values from Helmholtz Energy of
[Cu(H2O)6]

2+ in Ci Symmetry (in kcal/mol)

structure ΔA
ΔEsolute

(ΔEreorg + ΔEiso) ΔΔμ
[Cu(H2O)6]

2+

square bipyramidal (Ci) 0.00 0.00 0.00
(0.00 + 0.00)

square bipyramidal (D2h) 6.05 8.15 −2.16
(0.03 + 8.12)

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+ + H2O

square pyramidal 11.09 32.42 −21.34
(4.24 + 28.18)

trigonal bipyramidal 11.24 29.87 −18.62
(3.93 + 25.94)

[Cu(H2O)4]
2+ + 2H2O

square planar 17.74 71.63 −53.89
(10.56 + 61.07)
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are illustrated in Figure 1. The solvent distributions (SDFs) for
the optimized geometries obtained through the 3D-RISM-SCF

method are shown in Figure 2a−e. In addition, the radial
distribution functions (RDFs) of O and H from the Cu atom
obtained by angular averaging of the SDFs as well as the CN of
O are depicted in Figure 3a−j. The energies of the d-type KS
orbitals at the optimized geometries in solution are listed in
Table 4 and depicted in Figure 4. The excitation energies and
characters of the d−d excited states in solution obtained by the
TD-DFT method are summarized in Table 5 and Figure 5.
3.1. Overview of Energetics of Four-, Five-, and Six-

Coordinate Complexes [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+. First, we will

discuss the energetics of the four-, five-, and six-coordinate

complexes in an aqueous solution (molecular and solvation
structures are discussed in detail in the following subsections).
We optimized the structures of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+, [Cu(H2O)5]
2+,

and [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ (and H2O) in an aqueous solution using

the 3D-RISM-SCF/PBE0 method. The initial structures for
the optimization were square planar and tetrahedral structures
for [Cu(H2O)4]

2+, square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal
structures for [Cu(H2O)5]

2+, and an octahedral structure for
[Cu(H2O)6]

2+, which were taken from the literature.1,10 The
tetrahedral structure of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+ was unstable and
converged to the square planar structure. Both the square

Table 3. Cu−O Bond Distances and O−Cu−O Angles of [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+ (in Å and deg)a,b,c

structure rax req/O−Cu−O angle

[Cu(H2O)6]
2+

square bipyramidal (Ci) 2.28 (2.271) 2.28 (2.271) 2.00 (2.012) 1.97 (2.000) 2.00 (2.012) 1.97 (2.000)
90.0 (90.0) 90.0 (90.0) 90.0 (90.0) 90.0 (90.0)

square bipyramidal (D2h) 2.25 (2.300) 2.25 (2.300) 2.04 (2.059) 1.96 (1.973) 2.04 (2.059) 1.96 (1.973)
90.0 (90.0) 90.0 (90.0) 90.0 (90.0) 90.0 (90.0)

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+

square pyramidal 2.10 − 1.98 1.97 1.97 1.95
100.0 92.0 102.0 98.0

trigonal bipyramidal 1.93 1.93 2.06 2.04 2.03
91.0 90.0 90.0

[Cu(H2O)4]
2+

square planar − − 1.95 (1.956) 1.95 (1.956) 1.95 (1.954) 1.95 (1.954)
aThe values in the parentheses are bond distances and angles in vacuum. brax and req denote the axial and equatorial bond length, respectively.

cThe
precision of the bond distances and bond angles by the 3D-RISM-SCF method is two and zero decimal places, respectively, because of the grid size
(0.25 Å) in the 3D-RISM calculations.

Figure 1. Optimized geometries of [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ (square bipyr-

amidal structures in Ci (a) and D2h (b) symmetries), [Cu(H2O)5]
2+

(square pyramidal (c) and trigonal bipyramidal (d) structures), and
[Cu(H2O)4]

2+ (square planar structure (e)).

Figure 2. SDFs of O for [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ (square bipyramidal

structures in Ci (a) and D2h (b) symmetry), [Cu(H2O)5]
2+ (square

pyramidal (c) and trigonal bipyramidal (d) structures), and
[Cu(H2O)4]

2+ (square planar structure (e)).
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pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal structures of [Cu-
(H2O)5]

2+ were stable in an aqueous solution; however, they
were unstable in vacuum. Two square bipyramidal (i.e., nearly
octahedral) structures in Ci and D2h symmetries were obtained
for [Cu(H2O)6]

2+.
The Helmholtz energies at the optimized structures are

summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In Table 2, the total energies of

[Cu(H2O)4]
2+ + 2H2O and [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ + H2O are also
listed, where two water molecules and one water molecule of
the solvent were treated explicitly by quantum mechanics to
enable direct comparison of different coordinate complexes.
Among the optimized structures, [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ in the Ci

symmetry had the lowest Helmholtz energy. [Cu(H2O)6]
2+

in the D2h symmetry was 6.05 kcal/mol higher than the lowest.

Figure 3. RDFs of O and H from Cu and CN of O from Cu for [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ (Square bipyramidal structures in Ci (a) and D2h (c) symmetries),

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+ (square pyramidal (e) and trigonal bipyramidal (g) structures), and [Cu(H2O)4]

2+ (square planar structure (i)). RDFs of O and H
from the O atom marked in Figure 2 for [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ (square bipyramidal structures in Ci (b) and D2h (d) symmetries), [Cu(H2O)5]
2+ (square

pyramidal (f) and trigonal bipyramidal (h) structures), and [Cu(H2O)4]
2+ (square planar structure (j)).
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The [Cu(H2O)5]
2+ (in square pyramidal and trigonal

bipyramidal structures) + H2O systems were very close in
Helmholtz energy and were 11.1 and 11.2 kcal/mol higher
than the lowest, respectively. The [Cu(H2O)4]

2+ + 2H2O
system was 17.7 kcal/mol higher than the lowest.
Table 1 also includes the Helmholtz energy (A) decom-

position into the solute energy (Esolute), the excess chemical
potential (Δμ), eq 1, and the difference in Esolute and Δμ from
the values of [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ in Ci symmetry (ΔEsolute and
ΔΔμ). The difference ΔA between [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ in Ci and
D2h symmetries is mainly because of the solute energy Esolute
(ΔEsolute is 8.20 kcal/mol and ΔΔμ is −2.16 kcal/mol). The
relative energy of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+, [Cu(H2O)5]
2+, and [Cu-

(H2O)6]
2+ is determined by the balance between the solute

energy and the excess chemical potential. The relative solute
energies ΔEsolute of the two [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ were larger than the
two [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ by 21.7−32.4 kcal/mol, whereas the

relative excess chemical potentials ΔΔμ of the two [Cu-
(H2O)5]

2+ were smaller than the two [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ by 16.5−

21.3 kcal/mol.
3.2. Molecular Structure and Solvation of a Six-

Coordinate Complex [Cu(H2O)6]
2+. The six-coordinate

structure is distorted from the octahedral geometries because
of the John−Teller effect originating from the quasi-degenerate
states of the complex, which show a sharp contrast to the
nondegenerate ground-state complex like [Cr(H2O)6]

3+ in the
previous paper.13 [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ has near-octahedral (square
bipyramidal) structures with two long axial (rax) and four short
equatorial Cu−O bonds (req). Two stable structures (in Ci and
D2h symmetries) were found in our calculations, as described in
Section 3.1. The structural difference between the two
structures is the orientation of the ligand water molecules,
where in the Ci geometry, all ligand water molecules are
perpendicular to each other, whereas in the D2h geometry, four
ligand water molecules point outward and are perpendicular to
the equatorial plane of the complex.
The calculated geometrical parameters are shown in Figure

1. The Cu−O bond distances computed were rax = 2.28 Å and
req = 2.00/1.97 Å in the Ci symmetry and rax = 2.25 Å and req =
2.04/1.96 Å in the D2h symmetry. These values were in good
agreement with the experimental values obtained from the
EXAFS2 in solution, that is, rax = 2.29−2.33 Å and req = 1.95−
2.01 Å, although the computed axial bond distances were
slightly shorter. The values in vacuum computed by PBE0 were
larger by about 0.01−0.05 Å. This can be attributed to the
interaction between water ligands and solvent water molecules,
which makes the complex ion more compact. Another factor
was the electric polarization effect in water solution. The
polarization from solution water molecules can disperse the
electric charge and increase the attraction between the metal
ion and ligands.
Figure 2a,b shows the SDFs of O for the structures in Ci and

D2h symmetries, respectively. In these illustrations, there are 12
high-distribution spots in the direction from O to H of the
ligand water molecules. The distances of the solvent O with
the highest-distribution spots from the H atoms of the ligands
and the Cu atom are 1.51−1.99 and 3.70−3.91 Å, respectively.
These data clearly show the hydrogen bonds between the

Table 4. Energies of d-Type Kohn−Sham Orbitals of [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+ in Aqueous Solution (in eV)a

Structure occ1 occ2 occ3 occ4 uoc1

[Cu(H2O)6]
2+

square bipyramidal (Ci) dxy(π) dxz dyz(π*) dz2(σ*) dx2−y2(σ*)
−13.34 (H − 9) −12.12 (H − 7) −10.98 (H − 3) −10.38 (H) −4.60 (L)

square bipyramidal (D2h) dxz dyz dxy(π*) dz2(σ*) dx2−y2(σ*)
−12.41 (H − 8) −11.97 (H − 7) −11.33 (H − 4) −10.47 (H) −4.67 (L)

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+

square pyramidal dyz(π) dxz(π) dxy(π*) dz2(σ*) dx2−y2(σ*)
−12.94 (H − 7) −12.61 (H − 6) −11.85 (H − 5) −10.96 (H) −4.93 (L)

trigonal bipyramidal dxz(π) dyz(π) dx2−y2(σ*) dxy(π*) dz2(σ*)
−13.71 (H − 8) −13.52 (H − 7) −11.27 (H − 1) −11.03 (H) −5.11 (L)

[Cu(H2O)4]
2+

square planar dxz dyz dz2(σ*) dxy(π*) dx2−y2(σ*)
−12.77 (H − 6) −12.76 (H − 5) −12.13 (H − 4) −11.77 (H − 2) −5.02 (L)

aThe most important (four occupied and one unoccupied) beta orbitals involved in the four d−d excited states are listed. The symbols H and L
indicate HOMO and LUMO, respectively. The nature of the orbitals is defined as a d-type orbital when the Mulliken population of the d atomic
orbital exceeds 90% and as a superposition of d atomic orbitals and the ligand orbitals when the Mulliken population is 10−90%. Notation such as
dxy(π*) means a π-type antibonding orbital consisting of the copper dxy orbital and ligand lone pair orbitals.

Figure 4. Energy levels of the d-type orbitals of [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+.

(6c(Ci): [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ square bipyramidal in the Ci symmetry,

6c(D2h): [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ square bipyramidal in the D2h symmetry;

5c(sp): [Cu(H2O)5]
2+ square pyramidal; 5c(tb): [Cu(H2O)5]

2+

trigonal bipyramidal; and 4c: [Cu(H2O)4]
2+ square planar).
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ligands and the solvent water molecules in the second
hydration shell.
Figure 3a,c shows the RDFs of O and H from Cu obtained

by angular averaging of the 3D distribution functions, as well as
the CN of O. The RDFs for Ci and D2h symmetries are very
close to each other. In both graphs, the maxima of the RDFs
are given at 4.4 and 5.0 Å for O and H, respectively [maximum
values: 1.36 (O) and 1.28 (H)]. The graphs also show that
there is no peak around 2 Å, as can be easily deduced from the
SDFs. There are no additional water molecules in the first
hydration shell except for the ligand water molecules, which is
also confirmed from the oxygen CN graphs rising around 3.5
Å.

Figure 3b,d shows the RDFs of O and H from the O atom of
the ligand water for the Ci and D2h symmetries, respectively.
Both RDFs have local maxima at about 2.9 and 3.5 Å for O and
H, respectively [local maximum values: 1.08 (O) and 0.81
(H)]. These results indicate a typical solvation structure of a
hydrogen bond between water molecules. This typical
structure is common to the other structures of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+

and [Cu(H2O)5]
2+ in Figure 3f,h,j.

3.3. Molecular Structure and Solvation of the Five-
Coordinate Complex [Cu(H2O)5]

2+. Pasquarello and co-
workers examined the structure of the hydrated Cu2+ complex
by both neutron diffraction and Car−Parrinello first-principles
MD.1 In contrast to the generally accepted picture, which
assumes an octahedrally solvated Cu2+ ion, their experimental

Table 5. d−d Excitation Energies of [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+ in Aqueous Solution (in eV)

structure excitation energy oscillator strength (×105) excitationa orbital picture weight (%)b

[Cu(H2O)6]
2+

square bipyramidal (Ci)
0.625 0 HOMO → LUMO dz2(σ*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 90.9
1.340 0 HOMO − 3 → LUMO dyz(π*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 60.2

HOMO − 8 → LUMO dyz(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 39.2
1.499 0 HOMO − 7 → LUMO dxz → dx2−y2(σ*) 81.7
1.590 0 HOMO − 9 → LUMO dxy(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 62.2

HOMO − 4 → LUMO dxy(π*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 36.9
square bipyramidal (D2h)

0.660 0 HOMO → LUMO dz2(σ*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 91.9
1.378 0 HOMO − 4 → LUMO dxy(π*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 58.5

HOMO − 10 → LUMO dxy(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 40.9
1.536 0 HOMO − 8 → LUMO dxz → dx2−y2(σ*) 81.8
1.577 0 HOMO − 7 → LUMO dyz → dx2−y2(σ*) 99.4

[Cu(H2O)5]
2+

square pyramidal
0.941 4 HOMO → LUMO dz2(σ*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 74.3
1.440 27 HOMO − 6 → LUMO dxz(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 29.8

HOMO − 1 → LUMO (dxz + dyz) (π*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 21.0
1.551 13 HOMO − 7 → LUMO dyz(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 46.9

HOMO − 2 → LUMO (dxz − dyz) (π*) → dx2−y2(σ*)r 23.3
1.641 7 HOMO − 5 → LUMO dxy(π*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 35.4

HOMO − 8 → LUMO dxy(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 30.5
HOMO − 6 → LUMO dxz(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 22.0

trigonal bipyramidal
1.085 39 HOMO − 1 → LUMO dx2−y2(σ*) → dz2(σ*) 82.9
1.263 48 HOMO → LUMO dxy(π*) → dz2(σ*) 46.6

HOMO − 6 → LUMO dxy(π) → dz2(σ*) 43.9
1.404 3 HOMO − 8 → LUMO dxz(π) → dz2(σ*) 41.0

HOMO − 2 → LUMO dxz(π*) → dz2(σ*) 31.8
HOMO − 4 → LUMO dxz(π*) → dz2(σ*) 23.2

1.624 0 HOMO − 7 → LUMO dyz(π) → dz2(σ*) 70.5
HOMO − 3 → LUMO dyz(π*) → dz2(σ*) 27.2

[Cu(H2O)4]
2+

square planar
1.598 1 HOMO − 2 → LUMO dxy(π*) → dx2−y2(σ*) 65.2

HOMO − 7 → LUMO dyz(π) → dx2−y2(σ*) 33.4
1.665 2 HOMO − 4 → LUMO dz2 → dx2−y2(σ*) 88.2
1.977 5 HOMO − 5 → LUMO dyz → dx2−y2(σ*) 53.6

HOMO − 6 → LUMO dxz → dx2−y2(σ*) 43.0
1.988 2 HOMO − 6 → LUMO dxz → dx2−y2(σ*) 54.0

HOMO − 5 → LUMO dyz → dx2−y2(σ*) 43.4
aThe HOMO and LUMO in the table indicate the highest occupied beta molecular orbital and the lowest unoccupied beta molecular orbital,
respectively. bThe weights were calculated by X2 − Y2, where X and Y are the excitation and de-excitation amplitudes, respectively, in TD-DFT.
Values larger than 20% are listed.
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and theoretical results favored a fivefold coordination. Their
simulation indicated that the solvated complex undergoes
transformations between two [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ structures,
namely, the square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal.
We found the square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal

structures by the 3D-RISM-SCF optimization (Figure 1c,d).
The Cu−O bond distances and the O−Cu−O angles are listed
in Table 2. In Figure 1c, five O atoms in the ligand water
molecules constitute a square pyramid and the Cu atom is
located slightly inside the pyramid from the center of the
bottom square. As in the [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ case, the H atoms of
the ligand water molecules are all oriented outward the
pyramid. The Cu−O bond distances for the bottom square are
1.95−1.98 Å, and the bond distance along the axis is 2.10 Å.
The O−Cu−O angles are 92−100°. That is, its shape is a bit of
a tall square pyramid with a slightly distorted square bottom.
Another structure, the trigonal bipyramidal structure in Figure
1d, has a short axial bond distance of 1.93 Å and long
equatorial bond distances of 2.06, 2.04, and 2.03 Å. Figure 3e
shows the RDFs of O and H from Cu and the CN of O. The
triangle is also slightly distorted from a regular triangle shape.
The O−Cu−O angles are almost 90°; hence, the Cu atom is in
the triangular plane.
Figure 2c shows the SDF of O for the square pyramidal

structure. In the figure, the largest distribution spot and its
distance from the Cu atom are specified. The largest
distribution spot is located at 2.29 Å below the bottom
plane of the pyramid (maximum value: 14.41). This result
agrees well with the results of [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ in the D2h
symmetry. Figure 2d shows the SDF for the trigonal
bipyramidal structure. The largest distribution spot of O is
located outside the central triangle, opposite the most distant
ligand water molecule. The distance from the Cu atom is 2.74
Å (maximum value: 7.25). We confirmed that there were no
distributions located at similar positions, opposite the other
two ligand water molecules in the triangle. In both structures,
the distribution of O is at a position that supplements the five
ligand water molecules and becomes part of a distorted
octahedron.
Figure 3e,g shows the RDFs of O and H from the Cu atom

and the CN of O for the square pyramidal and trigonal

bipyramidal structures, respectively. Both graphs have very
similar maximum peaks at the same positions as [Cu-
(H2O)6]

2+, although their maximum values are slightly smaller
(1.33 (O) and 1.25 (H) for the square pyramidal and 1.32 (O)
and 1.24 (H) for the trigonal bipyramidal structures). In
addition to these maximum peaks, the RDF of O in Figure 3e
has a small peak at 2.6 Å (local maximum value: 0.16), which
means the distribution of water molecules in the first hydration
shell. This clearly corresponds to the largest O distribution in
the SDF (Figure 2c). Taking the CN at the local minimum
(3.05 Å) between the first and second peaks of O RDF, the
CN for the small RDF peak is given as about 0.4. In contrast,
the RDF of O in Figure 3g has a shoulder at around 2.9 Å. The
distribution corresponding to this shoulder is shown in Figure
2d. Taking the value at 3.05 Å, the CN of O is given at about
0.2. From these results, we can say that Cu2+ in [Cu(H2O)5]

2+

has 5.2−5.4 water molecules in the first hydration shell
including the ligand water molecules.

3.4. Molecular Structure and Solvation of the Four-
Coordinate Complex [Cu(H2O)4]

2+. Beŕces and co-workers
performed DFT and ab initio MD simulations to study the
solvation of divalent copper by water.22 They found that as the
number of water molecules increases to above four, the
additional ligands prefer to be hydrogen-bonded to the planar
tetragonal primary hydration shell of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+ instead of
filling the vacant axial position. Burda, Pavelka, and Šimańek
performed a hydration study of Cu2+ cations in a variable water
environment using the DFT method.23 They concluded from
stabilization energy calculations for the addition of water
molecules that the Cu2+ cation prefers 4 (or 5) coordinate
water molecules in the first solvation shell. These studies were
based on cluster models, not being carried out in a solution
environment. We examined the possibility of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+ in
solution.
The optimized molecular structure is shown in Figure 1e

and Table 3. We first carried out geometry optimizations from
tetrahedron and planar structures. Both structures were finally
converged to a nearly planar structure shown in the figure. The
four O atoms constitute almost a square with the Cu atom at
the center. The Cu−O bond distance was 1.95 Å. The water
molecules were oriented outward of the square with their
molecular plane perpendicular to the square. The Cu−O bond
distances in vacuum were 1.954 and 1.956 Å; thus, the
structure was very close to that in solution.
Figure 2e shows the SDF of O of solvent water molecules. In

the figure, the two largest distribution spots are specified,
which are located above and below the molecular plane and
approximately at the vertices of the octahedron. The detailed
distances between the largest distribution spot and the Cu
atom were 1.95−1.96 Å. As in the [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ case, the
ligand water and the O distribution spots constituted a
distorted octahedron.
The RDF of O from the Cu atom in Figure 3i had a

conspicuous peak at 2.2 Å (local maximum value: 0.74), which
is in contrast to the small peak and the shoulder in
[Cu(H2O)5]

2+. This peak clearly corresponds to the
distributions of O in the SDF in Figure 2e. The CN of O
around Cu was 1.3 at 3.1 Å, the local minimum of the RDF.
This CN implies that Cu2+ has 5.3 water molecules in the first
hydration shell including the ligand water molecules, which is
very similar to the [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ case.
To summarize the results of [Cu(H2O)4−6]

2+, the Helmholtz
energy calculations showed that the energy order was

Figure 5. d−d Excitation energies of [Cu(H2O)4−6]
2+.
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A[6c(Ci)] < A[6c(D2h)] < A[5c(sp)] < A[5c(tb)] < A[4c].
However, the five structures were close in Helmholtz energy,
and the higher four structures were within 17.74 kcal/mol from
the lowest one. In all the three structures of [Cu(H2O)4,5]

2+,
the ligand water molecules and the largest O distribution spots
constitute an octahedron like [Cu(H2O)6]

2+. The CNs were
5.2−5.4 for the two structures of [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ and 5.3 for the
square planar structure of [Cu(H2O)4]

2+. These results
provide us a picture for the Cu2+ in aqueous solution that
several structures with 5−6 coordination water molecules were
interchanged in the solution.
3.5. d−d Transitions of [Cu(H2O)4−6]

2+ in Aqueous
Solution. Cu2+ has the d9 configuration, from which four d−d
excited states arise in [Cu(H2O)4−6]

2+. Table 4 and Figure 5
show the d-type orbitals involved in the four excited states, and
Table 5 shows the excitation energies and excitation patterns of
the states.
In Table 4, only beta orbitals involved in the configurations

with the largest weight in each state; hence, five d-type beta
orbitals are listed. From a glance at Table 4 and Figure 4, the
characters of the orbitals are easily understood from the
analogy from the results of the crystal field theory, although the
actual structures are distorted from the highly symmetric
structures. The square pyramidal structures (Ci and D2h) of
[Cu(H2O)6]

2+ are deformations from the Oh structure with the
d-orbital energy order ε(dxy) = ε(dxz) = ε(dyz) < ε(dz2) =
ε(dx2−y2). The square pyramidal structure of [Cu(H2O)5]

2+ is a
deformation from the C4v structure with ε(dxz) = ε(dyz) <
ε(dxy) < ε(dz2) < ε(dx2−y2). The trigonal bipyramidal structure
is a deformation from the D3h structure with ε(dxz) = ε(dyz) <
ε(dx2−y2) < ε(dxy) < ε(dz2). The square planar structure is a
deformation from the planar D4h structure with ε(dxz) = ε(dyz)
< ε(dz2) < ε(dxy) < ε(dx2−y2). Although the degeneracies are
resolved by the distortions in the molecular structures, the
orders of the orbital energies in Table 4 were consistent with
these orders. In the six-coordinate complexes, the degeneracies
were completely resolved, whereas in the five- and four-
coordinate complexes, weak and strong quasi-degeneracies
remained, respectively.
Other features can be seen in Table 4. One is that, as a

whole, the orbital energy is more stable as the structure is
stabilized and/or the CN is smaller. Another is that the
stabilization is larger in the occupied orbitals than in the
unoccupied orbitals, and hence, the gaps between the occupied
and unoccupied orbitals increased. The gaps between occ4 and
uoc1 in Table 4, for example, were 5.78, 5.80, 6.03, 5.92, and
6.72 eV, from the six-coordinate complex in the Ci symmetry
through the four-coordinate complex.
The structures of the excitation energies in Table 5 and

Figure 5 reflect the orbital levels mentioned above to some
extent. The two structures of [Cu(H2O)6]

2+ have fairly low
first excited states. The excitation energies were 0.625 and
0.660 eV for Ci and D2h symmetries, respectively, because the
ground and first excited states are originally degenerate if the
structures have Oh symmetry. These first excited states are both
characterized as dz2 to dx2−y2 excitation. The second to fourth
states are triply degenerate in Oh symmetry, but they are well
resolved. The excitation energies were in the range of 1.340−
1.590 eV. These states consisted of the dxy, dxz, or dyz to dx2−y2
excitation. The excitation energies of the first excited states of
[Cu(H2O)5]

2+ were 0.941 eV (dz2 to dx2−y2) and 1.085 eV
(dx2−y2 to dz2) for the square pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal
structures, respectively. The excitation energies of the second

to fourth excited states were in the range of 1.263−1.641 eV.
These states are mixtures of several single excitations with
small weights. The maximum weights of each state were 29.8−
70.5. As a result, the quasi-degeneracies of the d-type orbitals
were not carried over to the excited states, and the energies of
the states were well separated. Another feature of [Cu-
(H2O)5]

2+ is that the transitions have small oscillator strength
(of the order of 10−4) because the structures have no
symmetry center. The square planar structure of [Cu-
(H2O)4]

2+ had high excited states compared with [Cu-
(H2O)5,6]

2+. The excitation energy of the first excited state
was 1.598 eV (dxy to dx2−y2), which corresponds to the third or
fourth excited state energies of the other complexes. In this
structure, the third and fourth states were almost degenerate:
1.977 and 1.988 eV, which is a reflection of the quasi-
degeneracy of the dxz and dyz orbitals.
The absorption spectra of aqueous solutions of Cu2+ showed

a quite broad band, which clearly included several
components: 1.17 eV (9400 cm−1, ε = 5, f = 1.0 × 10−4)
and 1.56 eV (12 600 cm−1, ε = 10, f = 2.6 × 10−4).24 Several
calculated excitation energies in Table 5 agreed with the
experimental value of 1.56 eV, and the first and second excited
states of the trigonal bipyramidal structure of [Cu(H2O)5]

2+,
1.085 and 1.263 eV, respectively, were rather close to 1.17 eV.
Some calculated transitions in Table 5 have little or no
oscillator strength, but they should have some strength because
of the structural fluctuation of the complexes in the solution.
Considering the above-mentioned picture of the Cu2+ complex
in solution (interchange of several structures), the exper-
imental broad band in the spectra was interpreted as a
superposition of excitation spectra of several structures of
[Cu(H2O)4−6]

2+. We can probably say that the calculated
results on the d−d excitations corresponded well to the
experiment.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the molecular and solvation structures of the
hydrated Cu2+ ion, [Cu(H2O)6]

2+, [Cu(H2O)5]
2+, and [Cu-

(H2O)4]
2+ and their excitation spectra using the 3D-RISM-

SCF method.
We found five different geometrical structures: distorted

octahedral [Cu(H2O)6]
2+ in Ci and D2h symmetries, square

pyramidal and trigonal bipyramidal [Cu(H2O)5]
2+, and square

planar [Cu(H2O)4]
2+. For the six-coordinate complexes, we

found two square bipyramidal structures in Ci and D2h
symmetries, both with two long axial bonds and four short
equatorial bonds, and the bond lengths were in good
agreement with the experimental data. The SDF showed 12
highest density spots of O, which were caused by the hydrogen
bonds between the ligand and the solvent water molecules in
the second hydration shell. For the five-coordinate complexes,
we found a square pyramidal and a trigonal bipyramidal
structure. From their SDFs, we could locate a position of the
largest O distribution spot for each structure, which still
constituted a distorted octahedron with five supplemental
ligand water molecules. The RDFs obtained from the SDFs
showed a small peak in the first hydration shell corresponding
to the largest O distribution spot, and the CNs derived from
RDFs indicated that the Cu2+ ion had 5.2−5.4 water ligands in
the first hydration shell. For the four-coordinate complex, we
found a square planar structure. The SDF gave us two spots of
the largest O distribution, and they became parts of a distorted
octahedron as well. The RDF and the associated CN indicated
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5.3 coordination water molecules in the first hydration shell of
the Cu2+ ion. In separate studies of each coordinate complex,
we showed that they had similar solvation structures from
SDFs, RDFs, and CNs. These results indicated that the Cu2+

ion in an aqueous solution has 5−6 coordination water
molecules in the first hydration shell, and structures with
different CNs may be interchanged in the solution.
We calculated four low-lying excitations and electronic

configurations using the TD-DFT method coupled with a 3D-
RISM-generated electric field. The results gave us a similar
picture to the classical crystal field theory because of the highly
symmetrical features of all structures we studied. In the six-
coordinate complexes, the degeneracies of excitation orbitals
were resolved, whereas in the five- and four-coordinate
complexes, weak and strong quasi-degeneracies remained.
The excitation orbital energies were more stable when the CN
decreased, and the gap between occupied and unoccupied
orbitals decreased as well. Therefore, only the four-coordinate
complex has generated the third and fourth excited states,
whereas in other complexes, there was no obvious character of
degeneracy. These results corresponded to the slight distortion
of the structures from the symmetrical geometries. Comparing
our calculation results with the absorption spectra, the d−d
excitations also agreed well with the experiment.
Overall, our computational results give a consistent

description on the molecular structure, solvation structure,
and absorption spectra of Cu2+ complexes in aqueous solution,
which can provide a new insight into the hydration of
transition-metal ions.
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